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“The Scriptures”

A grandmother placed a small fortune in bills in her worn old Bible and left it for

her children, saying there were real “treasures” in the Scriptures for them. And

they didn’t discover it until years later—because they never opened the book!

   “Mommy,” said a little girl, pointing to the Bible, “whose book is this?” 

   “Why it’s God’s book,” said the mother piously. 

   “Well,” said the tot, “we better send it back to Him because we’re not using it!”1

   Why is it that so many people have Bibles, yet they only sit on shelves and collect

dust? According to the Canadian Bible Society, only around 16% of Canadians read or

study  their  Bibles  on  a  regular  basis.  Not  that  long ago,  the  Bible  was  required

reading  for  university  students  because  many  of  the  classics  and  contemporary

works  of  Western-world  literature  were  inspired  by  biblical  themes.  For  example,

Archibald MacLeish’s play J.B. was based on Job, and Thomas Mann’s 1929 massive

four-volume epic, Joseph and His Brothers was based on the Joseph narrative in

Genesis.  It is very sad to see how biblically illiterate Canadians are these days. In

contrast to present-day Canadians’ neglect or indifference towards the Bible, listen

to the following words of Martin Luther:

   For some years now, I have read through the Bible twice every year. If you picture

the Bible to be a mighty tree and every word a little branch, I have shaken every one

of these branches because I wanted to know what it was and what it meant.2

1 R. Andersen & D.L. Deffner, For Example (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1977), p. 31. 
2 Luther’s Works, Volume 54, p. 165. 
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   The Bible is the proper book for (people). There the truth is distinguished from

error far more clearly than anywhere else, and one finds something new in it every

day. For twenty-eight years, since I became a doctor, I have now constantly read and

preached the Bible; and yet I have not exhausted it but find something new in it

every day.3

   Elsewhere, Luther also emphasised the important function of the Bible because, he

said, it is the cradle that reveals Christ to us. And following several New Testament

writers, one of Luther’s favourite principles of interpreting scripture was to discover

how a passage points us to Christ or is completed and fulfilled in Christ. Hence, in

reading  and  studying  the  scriptures,  we  meet  and  are  drawn  into  an  intimate

relationship with Christ. The following story illustrates this very well:

   Vincente Quiroga of Chile found a few pages of a book washed up on the seashore

by a tidal  wave following an earthquake. He read them and never rested until  he

obtained the rest of the Bible. Not only did he become a Christian; he devoted the

rest  of  his  life  to  the  distribution  of  the  Scriptures  in  the  forgotten  villages  of

northern Chile.4

   In our second lesson today, the apostle Paul  instructs Timothy, a young, and

perhaps timid pastor. Timothy, facing false teachers in his community, is reminded by

Paul of how Timothy had been steeped in the scriptures as a good Jewish boy ever

since  early  childhood.  Before  Paul  had even come into the  picture  to  teach and

prepare  Timothy  as  a  leader  in  the  Christian  community;  Timothy’s  mother  and

grandmother had passed on the Christian faith to him by teaching the scriptures to

him as a little child. 

3 Ibid., WA TR 5, no. 5193. 
4 Wm. Barclay, The Daily Study Bible: The Letters to Timothy, Titus and Philemon (Burlington, ON: Welch Publishing 
Co. Inc., 1975), p. 201. 
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   Is this also not a word of encouragement to us as parents or Sunday School

teachers. We can make a big difference in the life of our children by teaching them

from the  Bible.  Who  knows  how much  influence  the  scriptures  will  have  on  our

children if they are taught them at an early age. Perhaps they will grow up to be a

modern-day  Martin  Luther,  or  Mother  Teresa.  So  I  encourage  you  as  parents  or

grandparents  and  Sunday  School  teachers  to  continue  to  read  and  teach  your

children those wonderful biblical stories, which shall help them to encounter Jesus in

very real and life-changing ways. 

   Our second lesson states in the REB (which I like here more than the NRSV) that:

“All inspired scripture has its use for teaching the truth and refuting error, or for

reformation of manners and discipline in right living, so that [God’s people] may be

equipped for good work of every kind.” Scripture here refers to the Old Testament,

the entire New Testament was not accepted by the church until the two councils at

Carthage in 397 and 419 A.D. 

   The  passage  is  sometimes  taken  as  a  doctrinal  statement  concerning  the

inspiration of Scripture. The verse does indeed speak of the Old Testament writings

as inspired by God, but it does not speak of any one theory of inspiration. Judaism

had two basic conceptions. Some teachers taught verbal inspiration (every word was

dictated by God, and so the biblical writers merely recorded the words), while others

thought  of  divine  inspiration as  mediated through human consciousness with the

result that the biblical writers wrote their own words, which is the view reflected in 2

Peter 1:21 (“men and women moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God.”)NRSV. In

the case of 2 Tim. 3:16, the phrase inspired by God represents a single Greek word

(theopneustos/thee-oh-NOO-stows)  which  means  “God-breathed.”  It  is  said  then,

that the Old Testament books have their origins in God’s creative work (cf. Gen. 2:7)

and bear God’s authority. But the term does not have the narrow meaning of divine
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dictation of every single word (“verbal inspiration”). “God-breathed” then does not

mean that the Bible is inerrant or free of contradictions. Rather, it implies that those

who read the Old Testament, which was the Bible of early Christianity, will  adopt

godly behaviour.  

   The emphasis of the writer, in any case, is not so much on a doctrine of inspiration,

but rather on the use of Scripture.5 

    So, over against the false teachers in Timothy’s community who would downplay

the scriptures by replacing them with other, (likely Gnostic) false writings; Paul urges

Timothy to continue to base his preaching and teaching upon the scriptures. Paul

says that the scriptures are the benchmark,  the norm and basis  on which every

teaching, every truth claim is to be measured. Scripture, with the presence and help

of the Holy Spirit, functions to show us the truth about God, human beings and the

world. It also functions to show us, and refute our errors. For example, in the early

church and even among some sectarian or cultic groups today, there were a few very

outlandish and erroneous beliefs about who Jesus was. Some thought Jesus was only

divine and not human; others thought he was only human and not divine;  others

thought he was only a prophet, not the Messiah; others thought he never died on the

cross  and  was  not  raised  from death.  Over  against  these  erroneous  beliefs,  the

scriptures correct us all and bear witness to the truth of who Jesus is as both human

and divine, the Messiah; who died on the cross and was raised from death. 

   The other use of scripture Paul says, is: “for reformation of manners and discipline

in right living, so that everyone who belongs to God may be proficient, equipped for

good work of every kind.” Here we learn that once we are taught and believe what

scripture teaches us; then we are to go out and put it into practice by doing good

work of every kind, which is based on and inspired by what we have learned. So

5 Arland J. Hultgren, Augsburg Commentary on the New Testament: I-II Timothy, Titus (Minneapolis: Augsburg 
Publishing House, 1984), p. 136. 
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teaching and practice go hand-in-hand. If we are taught correctly, we shall correctly

live out the truths we have been taught in everyday life. 

   So today I invite you and encourage you to read and study your Bibles regularly to

become proficient.  In  so  doing,  you  shall  be  equipped  to  practice  the  truths  of

scripture at work, at school, in the home, or wherever you may be. For the word of

God is a living Word, meant to be shared with everyone. May God grant us the Holy

Spirit’s inspiration to do just that! Amen.    
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